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Abstract

Markov modulated models are often used to model tra�c in a network. How
well the processes really capture the essentials of real tra�c is less known. We
review some of these models and apply a number of associated �tting methods to
an Ethernet tra�c in di�erent timescales. The �tted models are then used as input
to a bu�er where bu�er occupancies are used as a measure of the goodness of the
models. Also, the ability of a �tting method to correctly model the tra�c when
applied to tra�c generated from a model that the �tting method was intended for
is examined.

1 Markovian Models for ATM Tra�c

1.1 Markovian Models

Models of bursty tra�c are frequently used to dimension bu�ers in ATM networks.
Among the more common models we �nd the Markov modulated Poisson processes
(MMPPs) and Markov modulated Bernoulli processes (MMBPs). The two processes
are doubly stochastic point processes where the rate of a Poisson (Bernoulli) process
is governed by an underlying Markov chain in continuous (discrete) time. Arrivals
and state transitions of the modulating chain are statistically independent. The
processes are fully characterised by the number s of states in the modulating chain,
the transition rates (probabilities) qu;v, and arrival rates (probabilities) ru, u; v 2
f1; : : : ; sg.

The reason why these models are frequently employed is probably because of
their ability to match various tra�c statistics and their mathematical tractability.
However, little is known about their actual relevance when it comes to not only
producing a tra�c that is generally bursty, but producing a tra�c that is essentially
\equivalent" to real tra�c.
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1.2 Fitting Methods

We review a number of tra�c models of the above kind and various �tting methods
proposed for these. The �tting methods of the works considered can be classi�ed in
three categories: Sequence �tting, direct metrics �tting, and indirect metrics �tting.

The idea of sequence �tting is based on the presumption that the tra�c process
is in fact produced by a hidden, theoretical model (e.g. an MMPP or an MMBP).
The �tting procedure therefore consists of �nding the parameters of this model
which have the highest likelihood of producing the observed sequence. We have
studied two such methods, due to Meier-Hellstern [8] (KMH) and Ryd�en [11] (TR)
respectively. Both are developed for MMPPs with r > 1 states (MMPP-rs), and
are here applied to MMPP-2s.

Direct metrics �tting does not presume that a certain model is actually valid,
but simply aims at making the model in question reproduce certain properties of the
observed process. Typical such properties are moments of the distribution of inter
arrival times, and moments of the distributions of the number of arrivals within an
arbitrary interval of length t. We have considered four such methods, Rossiter [10]
(MR), He�es et al. [6] (HL), Gusella [5] (RG) and Park [9] (PARK), of which the
three �rst methods are developed for and applied to MMPP-2s and the last (Park)
for MMBP-2s.

Indirect metrics �tting means that the observed process is �rst transformed
into another process which is then dealt with as for direct metrics �tting. The
transformation procedure we have considered is the identi�cation of active periods or
\packet trains", an idea �rst proposed by [7]. The complete sequence of interarrival
times is classi�ed into active periods and passive periods, where the former is applied
to a sequence of (one or more) short intervals and the latter to a sequence of (one
or more) long intervals. Properties of interest in the transformed process include
moments of the distributions of the lengths of bursts and of of the length of idle
periods, and the activity within each of these periods. We have used three such
approaches, Sol�e et al. [12] (SDG/1) and (SDG/4), and Bonomi et al. [4] (BMMP),
all of which refer to MMBP-2s. Both SDG/x-methods presume an activity between
zero and one for both periods, while the latter prescribes no activity during passive
periods and full activity during active ones.

It is pointed out that the choice of discrete or continuous time is more a matter
of mathematical convenience than of modelling accuracy [1].

1.3 A Novel Model

Of course, many more tra�c models and �tting methods than those described above
exists and many special cases of exisiting models may be constructed.

As an experiment, we have constructed a rather heuristic, new model (notated as
CL) as a special, 2-state, case of the discrete-time batch Markovian arrival process
(D-BMAP) [3]. As the MMBP, the rate is governed by an underlying Markov
chain, the di�erence beeing that at each arrival instant more than one arrival may
occur, and that the probability distribution for the number of arrivals at each arrival
instant depends on both the current state in the Markov chain and the state in the
slot to follow .

The basic idea here is that the size of a packet (a packet is a number of consec-
utive cells) depends on the preceeding idle time interval's length.
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As the parameters to estimate we have chosen the time between the �rst cells of
two consecutive packets (a packet is a number of consecutive cells), the probability
that an idle time interval of type i, i=1,2, is entered given that an interval of type
j. j=1,2, just ended, and the probability that a packet consists of k cells when an
idle interval of type i preceeded the packet arrival.

The limit L between the two types of the idle time intervals is estimated as a
part of the mean interval length.

2 Experiments with Models and Real Tra�c

2.1 Introduction

The highlight of our paper is a report on experimental work where we compare the
behaviour of a single server with a bu�er when subject to real Ethernet tra�c to the
behaviour observed when the same system is subject to tra�c generated by any of
the above \equivalent" models. We thus de�ne model �delity with respect to bu�er
occupancies rather than interarrival times, as the former reect the actual usage of
the model.

The data is obtained from the Bellcore measurements [2] and the idea is to
take a sequence of observed interarrival times, �t a tra�c model to this data and
then compare the behaviour of the queuing system when subject to each of the
two tra�cs (real and model) in turn. Clearly, a good model (with associated good
matching technique) would produce a tra�c that results in a behaviour (bu�er
occupancy) that is statistically indistinguishable from that when the real tra�c is
applied directly.

2.2 Test Bed

We have de�ned an experimental testbed as follows: A user wishes to convey LAN
data over an ATM network. The LAN is a 10 Mbps Ethernet, and the user is
connected to the ATM network via a 34 Mbps link. Before the LAN packets are
delivered over this link to the network, the Ethernet overhead is stripped of,and the
remaining data packed into units of 48 octets { of which 4 octets is AAL overhead
{ and a 5 octet ATM header is added. The network reserves a certain amount
of bandwidth for the connection, the \equivalent bandwidth". This is obtained as
a(1� log a=p) [13], where a is the average rate and p the peak rate. During periods
when input exceeds this capacity is the surplus stored in a bu�er which we for
simplicity assume in�nite.

To emulate the user Ethernet tra�c, we used the tra�c recorded at Bellcore [2]
and converted it to ATM tra�c as above. To evaluate the �delity of the models we
selected various fragments of this tra�c with respect to length and average load.

2.3 Tra�cs

The length of a segment refers to the time scale in which we wish to model the
behaviour. This is an important point which is very often not considered in tra�c
modelling: Only the variations that are within the scope of the bu�er are of interest
for modelling the bu�er. That is, including for example the variations between day
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and night in a bu�er model, is only relevant if the bu�er actually is assumed to �ll up
during a possible ten hour overload and then empty during the remaining fourteen
hours. In reality, few bu�ers would be large enough to absorb ten hours of overload
and few users would be prepared to have their information delayed that long. In the
light of the present application, LAN interconnection, we therefore considered three
time scales, namely 0.02 seconds, 2.00 seconds and 20.0 seconds. The lower value is a
practical minimum for the number of events required to estimate the characteristics
of a process, and the upper value suggests a maximum of the amount of information
bu�ers can store and the amount of delay users can accept.

The load of a segment refers to the average utilisation during the segment and
its vicinity. That is, by trying di�erent loads will the capability of a model to
accurately reproduce local variations (for which the bu�er is intended) be tested
independently of the long term average (for which the bu�er does not have any
function). We have chosen two loads with respect to the approximative maximum
utilisation of the Ethernet for each of the time scales used, viz. 42% and 85%.

Three time scales and two load levels gives six combinations, and for each of these
were ten sample segments chosen. The complete set of sixty segments were then
analysed one by one by means of the above nine model �tting methods, which thus
gave nine theoretical model generators for each segment. Next, both the original
segments and all its models were run through the simulated testbed and the amount
of information in the bu�er was noted at each arrival instant.

2.4 Experiments

Clearly, to be suitable for bu�er dimensioning, a model generator should produce
the same bu�er occupancy as the original segment. As for the possible di�erences,
however, it must be remembered that the model is based on a limited set of data and
implemented in our experiments by means of a �nite sequence of pseudo random
numbers, hence possible di�erences between the occupancy caused by the original
segment and that of the model generator are a combination of de�cits of the model,
its �tting method and of the experimental method used.

To estimate the contribution of the latter, a new set of experiments were con-
ducted. For each of the model runs above was the complete sequence of inter arrivals
recorded and analysed by the very same method �rst used for the model in ques-
tion. That is, for each model of a particular segment (primary models) was the
resulting arrival sequence again modelled by the same model (secondary models).
The secondary models were then run through the test bed as above, and the results
compared to those obtained from the corresponding, primary models.

The results obtained this way, from models of models, are by de�nition struc-
turally valid, i.e. the assumption of tra�c being MMPP or MMBP (or D-BMAP) is
correct. The latter di�erences therefore reect experimental limitations rather than
modelling capabilities, and by comparing the latter results to the former, can one
get an idea of the underlying di�erences when experimental limitations are removed.

2.5 Results

As mentioned above, the investigation focused on the ability of the model to mimic
bu�er behaviour. The reason behind this is, of course, that this is a major applica-
tion for bursty tra�cs in ATM network modelling and performance analysis. Other
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applications include spacing and policing, for which other test beds and metrics
might have been more relevant.

More precisely, we have studied the mean occupancy of the bu�er. Two metrics
were de�ned, the relative error of the mean occupancy over the whole distribution
� and the relative error of the mean occupancy over the tail of the distribution �0.
Letting the occupancy of the bu�er be denoted by a stochastic variable K, and the
tail of the distribution by a normalized K (denoted K 0) , the two metrics are de�ned
as

� =
EfK(Original)g �EfK(Model)g

EfK(Original)g

�0 =
EfK 0(Original)g �EfK 0(Model)g

EfK 0(Original)g

where \Original" in the �rst set of runs refer to the original segment and in the
second set to the recorded model replication of the set and

EfK(�)g =
1X

k=0

kpK(k; �);
1X

k=0

pK(k; �) = 1

EfK 0(�)g =
1X

k=k0

kpK0(k; �);
1X

k=k0

pK0(k; �) = 1

Tables 1 and 2 show the total and method errors of over the whole distribution,
while the same quantities for the tail are given by tables 3 and 4. The given numbers
refer to averages over all runs and below each number is given the 90% con�dence
interval from the t-distribution.

Some parameter �ttings were unsuccessful and had to be removed from the in-
vestigation. This applies only to clear cases where no feasible parameter values
(rates larger than one and probabilities between zero and one) that matched the
estimated characteristics of the process could be found. For some models and sege-
ments, only one out of the ten samples could be modelled, hence the con�dence
intervals in those cases are unde�ned (in�nite).

2.6 Conclusions

An inspection of the total errors suggests that given the con�dence intervals and the
method errors, most models would pass a statistical test for the hypothesis \The
total error is zero". The main reason for this, however, is in many cases not directly
because of the small di�erences but because of the large con�dence intervals.

Some indications may, however, the results give. In the case where the �tting
procedures were applied directely to the real tra�c, it seems that the direct metric
�tting methods (MR, HL, RG, PARK) and the sequence method TR performs better
than the other methods in all aspects. The longest timescale { 20 seconds { seems
to be the hardest one to �t. The novel model didn't perform too well.

In the case where the �tting methods were applied to a sequence generated from
a �tted model, the results are better, but also here the same tendancy as in the �rst
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case is noted, except that also for the longest timescale the results are at the same
standard as for the other 2 timescales.

No major di�erence regarding the result for the di�erent load cases can be seen;
each �tting model either performs rather well or rather bad indi�erent to the load.

2.7 Further Work

The large con�dence intervals and the large method errors indicate some shortcom-
ings in what has been achieved so far. For example, there might be model parameter
estimations that are obviously wrong, or model realisations for which the average
load has deviated considerably from the expected value. Such cases should be looked
into and alleviated by suitable means.

Also, the use of simulation rises some questions, e.g. regarding initial values
for the tra�c models and de�ciencies in the random number generator. Solving for
the bu�er occupancy distribution using analytical methods would eliminate such
problems.
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Model 0.20 sec. 2.00 sec. 20.0 sec.
used 42% load 85% load 42% load 85% load 42% load 85% load
KMH 20% � 184% 76% 37% 91% 76%

(� 43%) (� 115%) (� 47%) (� 26%) (� 55%) (� 47%)
TR � 235% � 158% � 156% � 807% �2476% � 4%

(� 329%) (� 117%) (� 278%) (�1251%) (�2960%) (� 147%)
MR 23% 2% 16% 14% 52% 52%

(� 25%) (� 32%) (� 26%) (� 25%) (� 34%) (� 33%)
HL 22% � 2% 25% 19% 51% 55%

(� 23%) (� 73%) (� 28%) (� 25%) (� 34%) (� 35%)
RG 4% � 78% 15% � 2% 53% 52%

(� 20%) (� 185%) (� 24%) (� 17%) (� 35%) (� 33%)
PARK 22% � 171% 68% 12% 82% 66%

(� 37%) (�1112%) (� 42%) (� 26%) (� 51%) (� 41%)
BBMP 47% � 70% 83% 66% 89% 80%

(� 31%) (� 46%) (� 51%) (� 41%) (� 55%) (� 49%)
SDG/1 � 142% � 416% �1393% � 584% �8825% �7583%

(� 118%) (� 266%) (� 899%) (� 394%) (�5922%) (�5222%)
SDG/4 51% � 80% 76% 32% 88% 76%

(� 34%) (� 56%) (� 47%) (� 25%) (� 54%) (� 47%)
LL � 316% � 446% � 307% � 348% � 274% � 228%

(� 217%) (� 581%) (� 224%) (� 266%) (� 190%) (� 149%)
CL � 43% 35% �1267% 6% �6652% �6694%

(� 67%) (� 30%) (� 894%) (� 41%) (�4557%) (�4720%)

Table 1: Total errors observed for the whole distribution.
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Model 0.20 sec. 2.00 sec. 20.0 sec.
used 42% load 85% load 42% load 85% load 42% load 85% load
KMH � 46% � 40% � 35% � 69% � 13% � 17%

(� 31%) (� 30%) (� 22%) (� 43%) (� 8%) (� 10%)
TR � 12% � 40% � 638% � 32% � 3% � 5%

(� 15%) (� 30%) (�1318%) (� 22%) (� 5%) (� 6%)
MR � 19% � 33% � 15% � 37% 16% 5%

(� 16%) (� 209%) (� 19%) (� 40%) (� 16%) (� 14%)
HL � 2% � 19% � 4% 15% 6% 31%

(� 24%) (�1%) (� 15%) (� 35%) (� 7%) (� 20%)
RG 5% 2% 13% � 36% 31% 10%

(� 16%) (�1%) (� 22%) (� 44%) (� 25%) (� 15%)
PARK � 20% 1% � 7% � 9% 4% 1%

(� 25%) (� 8%) (� 7%) (� 7%) (� 5%) (� 1%)
BBMP � 49% � 11% 1% � 5% � 3% � 2%

(� 49%) (� 10%) (� 2%) (� 4%) (� 3%) (� 1%)
SDG/1 � 362% � 301% � 94% � 837% � 40% � 248%

(� 267%) (� 194%) (� 61%) (� 542%) (� 26%) (� 158%)
SDG/4 36% 16% 48% 42% 55% 52%

(� 26%) (� 13%) (� 31%) (� 29%) (� 35%) (� 32%)
LL � 56% �27443% � 71% � 41% 18% 39%

(� 43%) (�30937%) (� 56%) (� 47%) (� 16%) (� 27%)
CL � 965% �12815% 18% �7097% 46% � 157%

(� 979%) (�13877%) (� 21%) (�6436%) (� 29%) (� 208%)

Table 2: Method errors observed for the whole distribution.
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Model 0.20 sec. 2.00 sec. 20.0 sec.
used 42% load 85% load 42% load 85% load 42% load 85% load
KMH 8% � 301% 68% 35% 84% 83%

(� 30%) (� 194%) (� 42%) (� 24%) (� 52%) (� 51%)
TR � 151% � 272% � 86% � 311% � 763% 47%

(� 214%) (� 205%) (� 177%) (� 519%) (� 951%) (� 67%)
MR � 7% � 29% � 9% 14% 52% 65%

(� 28%) (� 93%) (� 37%) (� 31%) (� 36%) (� 41%)
HL � 2% � 45% � 2% 14% 43% 66%

(� 26%) (� 189%) (� 33%) (� 38%) (� 32%) (� 41%)
RG � 27% � 121% � 8% 0% 53% 65%

(� 39%) (� 317%) (� 35%) (� 24%) (� 37%) (� 41%)
PARK � 15% � 315% 53% 3% 76% 70%

(� 57%) (�2070%) (� 36%) (� 26%) (� 48%) (� 44%)
BBMP 35% � 150% 74% 63% 77% 84%

(� 27%) (� 100%) (� 46%) (� 39%) (� 49%) (� 52%)
SDG/1 � 142% � 522% � 669% � 277% �2617% �1762%

(� 111%) (� 339%) (� 430%) (� 200%) (�1775%) (�1268%)
SDG/4 26% � 186% 62% 26% 80% 81%

(� 25%) (� 123%) (� 39%) (� 23%) (� 50%) (� 49%)
LL � 269% � 436% � 224% � 219% � 222% � 155%

(� 198%) (� 504%) (� 168%) (� 161%) (� 159%) (� 115%)
CL � 14% 3% � 537% 10% �1923% �1966%

(� 35%) (� 31%) (� 395%) (� 33%) (�1322%) (�1536%)

Table 3: Total errors observed for the tail of the distribution.
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Model 0.20 sec. 2.00 sec. 20.0 sec.
used 42% load 85% load 42% load 85% load 42% load 85% load
KMH � 36% � 22% � 25% � 46% � 10% � 23%

(� 34%) (� 17%) (� 19%) (� 29%) (� 8%) (� 15%)
TR � 10% � 25% � 250% � 20% 1% � 3%

(� 12%) (� 19%) (� 513%) (� 17%) (� 3%) (� 3%)
MR � 11% � 29% � 12% � 39% 14% 3%

(� 14%) (� 218%) (� 19%) (� 44%) (� 16%) (� 11%)
HL 7% 3% � 1% 2% 8% 30%

(� 18%) (�1%) (� 19%) (� 38%) (� 9%) (� 19%)
RG 7% � 8% 13% � 31% 26% 8%

(� 13%) (�1%) (� 20%) (� 50%) (� 22%) (� 12%)
PARK � 5% 4% � 1% � 0% 15% 2%

(� 22%) (� 23%) (� 14%) (� 8%) (� 19%) (� 4%)
BBMP � 31% � 13% 4% � 8% � 9% � 2%

(� 33%) (� 12%) (� 7%) (� 6%) (� 11%) (� 2%)
SDG/1 � 175% � 172% � 91% � 604% � 41% � 289%

(� 118%) (� 109%) (� 60%) (� 387%) (� 26%) (� 185%)
SDG/4 41% 25% 44% 50% 48% 56%

(� 30%) (� 18%) (� 32%) (� 34%) (� 34%) (� 35%)
LL � 58% �8497% � 33% � 18% 15% 44%

(� 44%) (�9769%) (� 31%) (� 34%) (� 14%) (� 29%)
CL � 449% �5771% 8% �2500% 45% � 168%

(� 421%) (�6482%) (� 20%) (�2298%) (� 29%) (� 220%)

Table 4: Method errors observed for the tail of the distribution.
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